S1 Algorithms to compute trusses
In this section, we describe our algorithm for finding the flow and cycle k-trusses in a network. For a network G, the sets of nodes and links are denoted by V (G) and E(G), respectively. For a node v ∈ V (G), we define N + G (v) as the set of out-neighbors of v, that is, N + G (v) = {w ∈ V (G) | vw ∈ E(G)}; we define deg + G (v) as the out-degree of v, i.e., deg + G (v) = |N + G (v)|. Here, for the sake of simplicity, we denote the link from node u to node v by uv .
Our algorithm uses a subroutine called CommonNeighbor (Algorithm 1). This subroutine takes two networks G and G on the same node set V and two nodes u, v ∈ V , and returns the set of nodes w such that uw ∈ E(G) and vw ∈ E(G ). This subroutine will be used to enumerate the cycle or flow triangles involving the link uv. The algorithm is relatively straightforward: it chooses either u or v, enumerates its out-neighbors w, and then checks whether w is also an out-neighbor of the other unchosen node. For efficiency, we choose u if deg + G (u) < deg + G (v) and choose v otherwise. Using hash tables for storing out-neighbors of nodes, the time complexity of CommonNeighbor is bounded by return W . 17: end procedure Now we present our algorithm for enumerating cycle trusses (Algorithm 2). Given a network G, it computes cycle k-trusses for all k at once.
First, for every link uv ∈ E(G), we count the number of cycle triangles involving uv and store the number to c[uv] (Line 6). This can be done by calling CommonNeighbor(G , G, u, v), where G is the network obtained from G by reversing the directions of links. This is because if there exists a cycle triangle in G with links uv, vw, and wu, then G contains the link uw and G contains the link vw. Let G be the network obtained from G by reversing the directions of links.
3:
c[e] ← 0 for each e ∈ E(G).
4:
[e] ← ∞ for each e ∈ E(G).
5:
for uv ∈ E(G) do k ← 0.
9:
while a link remains do 10: while there exists a link uv with c[uv] ≤ k do 11:
[uv] ← k.
12:
for w ∈ CommonNeighbor(G , G, u, v) do Remove the link uv, and update G and G .
16:
end while 17: k ← k + 1.
18:
end while 19: end procedure Next, starting with k = 0, as long as the links remain, we perform the following process: As long as there is a link uv such that c[uv] is at most k, we set the truss number [uv] of uv to be k (Line 11), then for each cycle triangle involving the link uv, we decrease the count of the other two links (Line 12-14), and finally, we remove the link uv from the network (Line 15). If there is no link with a count of at most k, we increment the value of k and repeat the process. Note that, when the process starts for a particular value of k, all links have counts of at least k, and thus, all these links have truss numbers of at least k. On the other hand, when we remove a link in the process for a particular k value, because we have only removed links that cannot be a member of a cycle (k + 1)-truss, its truss number is at most k. Therefore, each link is assigned with the correct truss number.
The overall time complexity of CycleTruss is dominated by the time complexity of enumerating the cycle triangles. Naively, this can be bounded by
where N and M are the number of nodes and links, respectively, in the input network. In practice, however, the time taken runs is almost linear with M for real networks. Finally, we explain our algorithm for enumerating flow trusses (Algorithm 3), which simultaneously computes flow k-trusses for all k values. Conceptually, FlowTruss is almost the same as CycleTruss. However, for a link uv and a node w, there are three types of a flow triangle involved: (i) a flow truss with links uv, wv, and uw, (ii) a flow truss with links uv, wv, and wu, and (iii) a flow truss with links uv, vw, and wu. These links can be enumerated by calling CommonNeighbor(G, G ), CommonNeighbor(G , G ), and CommonNeighbor(G, G), respectively, where G is the network obtained from G by reversing the directions of all links. The other parts of the algorithm and the analysis of time complexity are the same as those of CycleTruss, and therefore we omit them. Let G be the network obtained from G by reversing the directions of links.
3:
4:
5:
for uv ∈ E(G) do 6:
7:
Count flow triangles with links uv, wv, and uw for some w ∈ V (G). 8 :
9:
Count flow triangles with links uv, wv, and wu for some w ∈ V (G).
10:
11:
Count flow triangles with links uv, vw, and uw for some w ∈ V (G).
12:
end for 13: k ← 0.
14:
while a link remains do 15: while there exists a link uv with c[uv] ≤ k do 16: [uv] ← k.
17:
for w ∈ CommonNeighbor(G, G , u, v) do Remove the link uv, and update G and G .
27:
end while 28: k ← k + 1.
29:
end while 30: end procedure
S2 Data sources
The network data sets used in the present study were downloaded from the following websites. The metabolic networks were based on those used in Ref. [1] and the network data were given by Kazuhiro Takemoto through personal communication. Any additional information from links, such as the weight, sign, or time stamp, were discarded from the network data. We also removed the self-loops and multiple links to make the networks simple. The basic statistics of the truss structure for empirical networks obtained from 12 different fields are summarized in Tables. S1 and S2. Except for k f max for the circuit networks and a few examples, almost all k c max and k f max are nontrivial. Additionally, the k c max and k f max values do not necessarily increase with the number of cycle and flow triangles. This result implies that the trusses can indicate the information regarding the module structure, irrespective of the count of these triangles. [8, 9] 34546 421534 1 23 0.146 506 1276803 0.003 cit-HepTh [8, 9] 27769 352768 3 28 0.120 522 1478675 0.003 communication email-EuAll [10] 265009 418956 12 39 0.004 134844 266308 0.260 enron [11] 86978 320154 13 50 0.072 255012 1171455 0.142 munmun digg reply [12] 30360 85247 1 2 0.006 286 4028 0.002 opsahl-ucsocial [13] 1899 20296 3 10 0.057 8441 14253 0.636 radoslaw email [14] 168 11544 62 189 0.825 176867 203312 0.803 slashdot-threads [15] 51083 130370 2 5 0.006 4320 18175 0.212 wiki-Talk [16] 2394385 5021410 Figure S2 : Scatter plot of D c and D f for the food web networks. The randomization method of networks [48] that retains the number of the cycle triangles and that of the flow triangles is applied. Figure S3 : Histogram of the R measure for the metabolic networks. The measure R quantifies the overlap between the set of links with the largest k c values and that with the largest k f values.
